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FOREWORD

Recently, the new developments in the theory of critical transitions have
2-7)

attracted considerable attention. The following notes intend to give a brief

introduction to the subject for non-specialists.  This is done in the hope that

. these theoretical developments may well influence other branches of theoret-

ical physics as well, in particular, they may also lead to a better understand-

ing of other systems with continuously infinite degrees of freedom such as

relativistic quantum field theory.
It  has been recognized  some  time  ago  that  many -body systems near their

critical point are characterised by the cooperative behaviour of a large number

of degrees of freedom; the specific form of the Hamiltonian seemed to play a

secondary role.  This is borne out by the experimentally well established

"universality" property of near-critical systems. A theoretical description
of such cooperative phenomena is faced with the serious problem of having
to deal with the enormous number of degrees of freedom within a correlation

length. Although the study of various model systems  led to a quantitative under -

standing of the critical state due to the valiant efforts of many theorists and an

arrnada of computers there was no natural qualitative explanation found for the

remarkably similar behaviour of systems near their critical points.  Such
an explanation - together with explicit calculational recipes - was provided

by Wilson's studies of the renormalization group transformations utilizing
Kadanoff's idea of "block construction".

These notes are based on a series of seminar talks given at Johns Hopkins

University, In conformity with the purpose of the talks, no attempt was rnade

at covering all the technical details despite their recognized importance in

perforrning actual calculations. Nevertheless, the author hopes not to have

misinterpreted the basic physical ideas of the experts.
I wish to acknowledge several useful discussions on the subject with my

colleagues at Johns Hopkins University.

6                                                                                                                                                                                                                   1
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1.  DESCRIPTION OF CRITICAL PHENOMENA, CRITICAL EXPONENTS,

INEQUA,LITIES.

(1.1) The critical point.
1)

Liquid-gas systems: The equation of state for a liquid-gas system is

given as a function of three thermodynamical variables, the pressure,
. P, the density, 9, and the temperature, T, as F(P, g, T) = 0. Taking

the  projection onto the  PS-  plane (T fixed)  one  gets a series of isotherms.

(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1
There is a temperature, the critical temperature, Tc under which

there are three (PS) regions at fixed T, where only the gas phase or both

phases or only the liquid phase exist. Above the critical temperature only

the gas phase exists, or phrasing  it more precisely, there  is no funda -

mental difference between the two phases. The critical point is defined

by the critical temperature Tc' critical density, Sc'  and critical pres -

sure, Pc as shown in Fig.  1.
Define now the so-called order parameter,    Af=  99 - 9L     (see

Fig.   1)   which has the property  to  go  to  zero when the temperature  ap-

proaches the critical one from below and it is zero when T > Tc.

Magnetic systems: The equation of state for magnetic systems will de-

pend on the rnagnetic field, H (analogous to P), the rnagnetization, M

A.
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(analogous to () and the terriperature,  T. A rnagnetic system shows the

remarkable property to exhibit spontaneous magnetization

(M(H=O, T < Tc)96 0) under a certain temperature, the critical temper-

ature Tc (Fig. 2). The order parameter  in this case is the rnagnetiza-

A 11                          jr>TE

1 1 ...i l%''-MM er)
spon.6.

--

Fig. 2

tion at zero rnagnetic field.   It is different from zero for T < Tc'  goes to
as

zerB\ T -, T c and equal to  zero for T >  Tc.
Z Others: Although other systems as alloys, superconductors, super-

fluids also show critical behaviour, we will restrict our investigations

to the previously described two systems. However, most of the ideas

with appropriate changes can be applied to those systems as well.

(1.2) Critical exponents
It is natural to ask now how the critical isotherm, order parameter

and other thermodynamical quantities (as specific heat, susceptibility

and compressibility, respectively etc. ) behave close to or at the

critical point. Experimentally they all exhibit power-like behaviour

specified in Table 1 either by going to zero or infinity as the critical

point is approached.  0 is the so-called reduced temperature:

1 = (T-Tc)/Tc'
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Table I

Liquid-gas system Magnets
Exponent Name Definition Exper. value , Definition Exper v.

P=Pc , 9 =fc H =0,   M=o

Cv *2-4         T >rc 9.4 C,4-2-* , T>Tc r.q'
'                 4 (4' ) Specific heat

Cq Vt,)*'    T <Tc CHA-r)"et      Tk Tc

 3
Order parameter Po Pc

M-(-rt 0.33 + ae
O        0.316 t aol +1 *0

9C-96*w(-:n

H=0 M=0
Isothermal Sukdphbm'& 41.33tdjP=pc, 9=€c

cornpressi bitt'44r( r,) Response function  Kipt-¥   T>Tc 4 3 7  t 0.2 1 -  1 -r            T>T-

47-(-r)-Y'   T<T    - 4.11'<TAfeF T<Ic

2
Critical T=Tc T=Tc

isotherm F-G- 1%-Sc lne-59       4.4 1
0.4 64 - M  Sin M       4.4 + 0.4

Correlation P-pe , 9=9c H-0, H,0 0.6rt (13
1,C»') 3 - f-,r T>Tc  de-v T>Tc

length -2,i W (-r) Tz Tc 3-(.r)-1    T<TE

Pair correlation T=Tc,Rpc, 9=91 T=FAH=O,M=,0 0.072407
1 function -(Cl-2«2) -id-2+2)

6(f) =|* 1
FC<)=1+1

(d=dimensionality)

All these definitions are selfexplanatory but the one concerning the

correlation length.  It is assumed that the two-particle (or two-spin)

correlation function behaves as ri/ (inverse power of  1 74- Yll)
x  exp f -1 TA -ril/ACT) 1, which serves as a definition of the

correlation length.  If T 0 Tc but ' <<1 the correlation function falls
off with the distance like an exponential,  but as Tc is approached, g-*00
and slower decrease takes over described by the inverse power.  The
inverse power is connected with another critical exponent,   7 
(see definition in Table 1) . This is only one of the many possible de-

finitions of the correlation length which is certainly adequate for 'r> O
and we will use it in that sense thoroughout this paper. The  exponents,

0(, 4' ,  (b       etc...  are the so-called critical indices or critical point

exponents.
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Remarks:  (a) In principle, these exponents could be different for

various rnaterials. Experimentally they turn out to be vefy much the

same for wide ranges of materials. This property, universality,

points  to the direction  that  in the' critical behaviour the details  of  the

dynamics play a secondary role and some other property - the coop-

erative behaviour, which is. common for all of these systems close to

the critical point - will have the decisive importance.

(b)  The  following.definition is  used to extract critical  ex-

ponents  from the experimental  data:
161 #r)i

A =23 Kifi'
where f('t' ) stands  for the therrnodynarnical quantity in question and -1

is the corresponding critic al exponent. Clearly, this definition takes

into account the fact that the critical exponent is connected with the

leading power  of f('e ) but  it is not necessarily the  only one occuring;

for A  =  0, f( 17 ) can still be singular  but the definition  is not flexible
enough to distinguish among other possibilities: simple discontinuity

or logarithrnic or perfectly analytic behaviour.  In a case like that the

derivatives of f('t' ) also have to be investigated.

(1.3) Rigorous inequalities

By using model independent methods it was established that the

critical exponents have to obpy a series of inequalities. We quote a

couple of these inequalities:

Rushbrooke inequality:    02+ 2@ + 3132 , (1. la)

Griffiths inequalities:     4'+  (1+6)32, (1. lb)

32 18,(6-1), (1. lc)

*(8+1))(2-4)(6-4), (1.  l d)

Buckingham-Gunton: 3-
d &+4   3 2-7' (1. le)

where d is the dimensionality of the system.

Illustration:   Just to have an idea how these inequalities are proved we

choose the Rushbrooke inequality for demonstration. By using  the  de -

finition of the susceptibility X and specific heats  CH'  CM for magnetic

systems the following equation can be obtained:

CH = r[12 1 T %-1 + CM 'BeT,H j T
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Since CM has to be positive:

c. 3 T IC# ),l' .r '.
(1.2)

Now if H=O and T+Tc we can use the forms of CH' /T and M given in

Table 1.  Then eq. (1.2) can be written as

(-t)-*1 3 T (-'e)¥1+24-2
from which it follows that

-0('S¥'+2p-2       or       o<'+M'+2 3 32.

Remarks: (a) It is worth emphasising again that the inequalities are

rigorous results for the critical indices.  They can be used as the first

check of any model aiming to describe critical behaviour.

(b) Comparison with experiment shows that these inequalities

are realized by Nature as equalities to a very good approximation.

(1.4) Physical picture

On having defined the critical exponents it is very instructive to give

a qualitative picture of what happens at criticality. First we just repeat

the well-known properties  of the isotherms  in Fig.   1.    If T >> Tc they
obey the ideal gas law P ,=sT   g   .   When T >Tc but close to T   the

C

deviation from the ideal gas law is more and more conspicious mani-

festing the increasing importance of the interaction among the constit-

uents.

Let us consider now the following model of rnagnetic systems.  Take

a lattice and imagine that on every lattice site a spin is situated pointing

either up or down.  With some reinterpretation the same picture can

be applied to liquid-gas systems as well.  In that case, the volume is

partitioned to microscopic cells allowing only one molecule in each

site  (   simulation  of the finite   size  of the particles).      Then  the spin point -

ing up (or down) can be interpreted as a molecule (or no molecule) on

the site.  This is the lattice-gas model.  If T>> Tc we observe a random

flipping of the magnetic moments (which gives the description of freely

moving gas molecules). By approaching the critical point (T > Tc)
small droplets of correlated spins occur - the interaction becomes im-

portant - and they increase in size as 2' gets smaller and smaller.
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Indeed, when the average size of the droplets becomes of the order of   
the wave length of visible light, the well-known strong light scattering -

critical opalescence - occurs giving a beautiful experimental justifica-

tion  for  the  idea that around the critical point the correlation length be -

comes very large and macroscopic at the critical point.   (That is the

correlation length  t-Doc  when T+ Tc. Infinity, of course, means rnac -

roscopic. )  It is worth stressing again that at the critical point the
\

"short range order" (droplets) characteristic to the region T>T C

gives  rise to the "long range order" ( fluid phase, magnetic domains)

characteristic to T<T.
C

Surnrnary
Critical phenomena are characterised by

(a) cooperative behaviour of the system

ACT) --* 00 as        T-0 TC'

(b) certain thermodynamical qualities are singular.

Critical exponents have the properties:

(a) universality (experimental fact)

(b) r' obeying rigorous inequalities (theoretical

    result)inequalities obeyed as equalities (exper.
fact. )

2. THEORETICAL MODELS PRECEDING THE RENORMALISATION GROUP

A PPRDACH

This section will adrnittedly be unbalanced.   The "old" phenomenological

models and model systems (Ising and Heisenberg m. ) will be descirbed in a

very short and superficial manner; only assumptions and results will be stated.
-                                                         41

It serves only as a reminder, the interested reader should turn to Stanley's /

book. Greater attention is paid to the phenomenological scaling hypothesis -

which might be called the "new" phenomenological model - since that is really
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the starting point for the renormalization group approach.

(2.1) The "old" phenomenological models or mean field theories.

(a) The Van der Waals equation of state for real gases was gotten by

modifying the ideal  gas  law  on two counts: taking into account

(i) the finite size of the particles and

(ii) the attractive force am6ng them.
In Pierre Weiss' mean field theory for ferromagnets it is assumed

that the spins interact with each other through an effective field - called

the molecular field - which is proportional to the average rnagnetization

of the system, M.
Results: Critical exponents are independent of the constants specifying

the rnaterial. Exponents are listed in Table II (page 18) under

the heading "mean field theories".  If the interaction of the

molecule with all the others is approximated by a long range

(as a matter of fact, infinite range) effective potential with

a hard core of the Van der Waals result can be recovered (with

slight improvements). The Pierre Weiss model is also

equivalent to an infinite range interaction model.

(b) Landau's rnean field theory for magnetic systems. Landau does

not commit himself to any specific form of dynamics (except that it is

a spin-spin interaction) but a general form for the free energy G is

guessed close to the critical temperature. First, the magnetization

density M (25) is defined as an average magnetization.  It is assumed

that the average is taken over rnany lattice sites surrounding the point

f thus M(x) will not possess rnicroscopic fluctuations.  (M(x) is a quantity

analogous to the fluid density    (x) in hydrodynamics. )  To get the

rnathematical form for G, the following properties and assumptions

are used: (i) Since the spontaneous rnagnetization goes to zero at the

critical point and it is zero for T >Tc' it is meaningful to make an

expansion of the free energy according to the magnetization M(x) if the

applied magnetic field is kept small (if any).

(ii) By assumption there is only spin-spin interaction, thus

only even powers of M would appear except a termki· M where H-is
the applied field.

(iii) Since the temperature is close to the critical one,
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(consequently the correlation length is large) we expect M(x) to be a
Slowly varying function of x.   Thus only the simplest gradient term
C VM)2 is kept.

On the basis of these considerations the Landau free energy has the

following form (called the Landau-Ginzburg form):

G =    6,(T)   +   ·ScI'xilf(K., .rer)+Mia)utr)+4 tlf-H-(x)'MIx)],     (2.1)

where Go(T) <he part of the
free energy which would be present even if

there were no magnetization.
Now we also require  that M has to minimize the Landau free energy,

i. e. when M -,M+ SM   G does not change: SG=O. The equation for the

most probable value of M is

f.2.*  + Mu  Hz - 2 Vt  j  M (8) =  13(81. (2.2)

From now on let us consider the case of a spatially homogeneous external

field:   H(x-) = Hz = constant.  In that case eq.  (2.2) has constant solutions

given by the roots of the algebraic equation:

[1 +(T) + 1 4 CT) Ht 3 Me = H z . (2.3)

In the limit of a vanishing external field the solutions are the following:

M2:  = 0 (2.4a)

M==i.1-kcff
c-   v 2<LCT) '

(2.4b)

Clearly, every solution of eq. (2.2) for constant magnetic field can be

written as  M =  M  + SM(x) where  M   is the solution of the algebraic0
equation (2.3). However, Landau assumes that the fluctuation term

JM(x), is negligible as long as one is interested in the thermal aver-

ages only. Obviously, the solution Mz = 0 has to belong to T &, Tc'

but at Mz= 0 the free energy isminimal only ifr>0, u >0.  The
solution which gives finite spontaneous rnagnetization (eq. (2.4b)) should

belong to T< Tc; in this case the free energy is a minimum if r<0 and
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u)) 0 (see Fig. 3). Hence Landau assumed the following forms for

r(T) and u(T):

·-rCT) = a CT-Fc) (2. 5)

UCT) ew constant> 0 1 T Tc . (2.6)

Exlr.: Ha,4, 30Extr,:   NE= O - I  2u

AG AG                          AG
+>0 «0 ¥>0
U>0 U>0 U<0

 9-''f =M /vo4       V \1/ -'2 S -M

Fig. 3

Taking the assumed form for u, r (eqa, (2.5), (2.6)) and substituting the

roots of eq.  (2.3) into eq.  (2.4) we get the thermodynamical potential

around the critical temperature.

Using now the definitions of the critical exponents it is a simple
exercise to calculate the exponents:

The critical exponent 0 (defined as M /V (-t)  at H = 0) can be direct-
r-aIT-T   ) /                     1ly read off from eq.  (2.4b):  M = F37 = , c &(-(T-Te))2'\1  2"      1      Zii

hence   = *.
The critical index 8 (connected with the critical isotherm:

H cv M  * sgn Mat T = Tc) can be obtained from eq. (2.3). Since at

T=T    r=0 eq. (2.3) gives 4u M3 =H,  thus J =3. The simple calcu-
C

lation of 0(, 02, T, T'  is left as an exercise; the results are in Table II

(page 18 ).
In the framework    of the Landau model  it is possible  to  get some infor -
rnation on the long wavelength fluctuations as well through the corre-

lation function g(L-L') = <CM=(r) -7 <Mz(r)> ](Mz(r  ) - <Mz(r, )>1>.
2

(Naturally, in this case the inclusion of the gradient term ( PM)  is

essential. )

From eq.   (2.1) the following differential equation  can be derived

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     4
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for g(L, r' ) if T > Tc' H = O:
0(3)

(29(r)- 1 72)9 cr, t) =liT) a C 1--721))

which has the solution

9(t-,c') =   Ix- I/1 -0 -4  exp (-  /1.- r'/ /1),

where d is the dimension and

b -  13=   .1   c T-Tc)-,313  -   V  -TCT)     4
94 25)

Comparing this form with   8., t 'r (see Table I) we get   Ir = *.
The  exponent of the power gives    2 =  0.

A comparison of the exponents with the experimental data does not

show a  very good agreement.    In the last section we explain which as -

sumptions of the Landau model are incorrect and lead to its apparent

failure.

(2.2) The Ising and Heisenberg models.

Definition of the models:

(a) Ising model (invented by W. Lenz). There is a d-dimensional

lattice and on every lattice site, n,a spin is situated. The Ising Hamiltonian

is the following:

RI  = -  H ISO - K ,   so 60+i , (2.7)
-0         -i-

where s  stands for the spin on site n capable of pointing only up or down

(sn =    rj. the surnmation goes  over all the sites  n;   £ are  the  unit
vEctors  in the lattice which shift  from a  site  to its nearest neighbors.

The external magnetic field is denoted by H and K is the spin-nearest

neighbor spin coupling constant.

This model is capable of describing the following systems:

- anisotropic rnagnets (only the z-components of the spins are coupled);

-  gas -liquid systems with the following reinterpretation on the basis  of

the previously mentioned lattice-gas model  (page  7):   Let  fnbe  1,  when
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there is a particle and 0 when there is no particle on site n, then

sn = 2( fn -  )0 K would give the strength of the attractive force among

tlTe particles. The external field H is reinterpreted as the chemical

potential times the number of the particles, B N.
- binary alloys:  Let A and B be two different types of atoms. Interpret

Sn= 1 asa particle of type A and s  = -1 as particle B on site a.    Then
- -

K  gives an attractive force between "like" -molecules and a repulsive

one between "like" - "unlike, molecules.  H is interpreted again as the//

chemical potential times the number of particles: BANA + PENB'
(b) Heisenberg model The Hamiltonian is the following:

RH=-  KIe,° .35· S_n+L- H· S#
, (2. 8)

where s  is the spin on site n. This model describes an isotropic
-n

magnet with K (a, D=K and when H=O.
One can generalize eq. (2.8) immediately by assuming that the spin

can have a prescribed but arbitrary number of components, D; then

2 6,- - 21 %(ti,f,-Aw. 52) 0 (2.9)

Here.D =1 gives the Ising model, D=2 i s the planar Heisenberg model,

8= 3 is the dassical Heisenberg model and D = 00 together with the sub-
sidiary condition   Z.(#f= const. represents the - so-called .- spherical
model.  For all these models K(a, i-) is considered to be a constant, K.

Nature apparently realizes magnetic systems of both the Ising and

Heisenberg types:  e. g. Magnesium Fluoride (MgF2) is an Ising system,

Rubidium Manganese Fluoride  (Rb Mn F2) is a spherical symmetric

Heisenberg magnet.
Exact and approximate results.

Obviously the  task  is to calculate the partition function  Z and  sub -

sequently  the free energy density  F  with the given Hamiltonians:

Z -   <e- PR>, (2.11)

F =-  6'9 2  ,
(2.12)

i-
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where the notation < > stands for the sum over all possible states of

the system and  1=1/Cr  ,
Exact solutions exist only for the one and two-dimensional Ising

models (by Ising and Onsager, respectively). The one-dimensional

Ising model does not exhibit critical behaviour at T 160. The results

for d=2 are in Table II (p. 18 ),

Approximate solutions were obtained for the three-dimensional

Ising model and for the two and three dimensional Heisenberg models.

Approximation method:  The most prorninent approximation is the
high temperature expansion with subsequent Pad' approximation.   The

idea is very simple:  when the temperature T is high,  =(kT)-4 appearing
in the exponent of the partition function is small, therefore it is mean-

ingful to make a perturbation expansion as a power of   3  .  Thus the
relevant thermodynamical quantities are obtained as a power series in

 3 .  Naturally, the quantities calculated up to a finite order in  &
are expected to be good when the correlation length is small. Unfor-

tunately, criticality is distinguished by the circumstance that the cor-

relation length is larger and larger as the critical point is approached
and certain thermodynamical quantities have singularities. This means -

in principle - that their perturbation expansion should be calculated up to

infinite order. This difficulty is circumvented by using Pade' approxi-

mants: (The Pade approximant P Q,12  ( x) is defined as a ratio of two

polynornials: P Z z(x) = pel (x)/pea (x). ) The usefulness of the

Pade' approximants rests on the fact that experimentally we expect power

like singularities. Simple illustration: Suppose FC 4 ) = 1+ a*B t. • + anen

is calculated perturbatively. Assume that F ( (3) = ph,&(p), where

714'6(e) = Colot< t.··+04.#24)/C *+ 4#+II I +  4, Be: .) .
if  n  =   1  +   4  +2 1, then 04,04'..04, 4,...., 42 will be determined

by ao--,Qn ·  Thus FC (b) = P (  ) has singularities.   With the help
4,ti

of the Pad4 approximant the perturbation series was analytically con-

tinued beyond its radius of convergence which is determined by the
1)

closest (not necessarily physical) singularity. (Example: The sus -

ceptibilityJC is expected to behave as J(% C /6-A )r close to the critical

temperature.   Let us define the function F as F =.  -CAX =-i R
Thus if we calculate F from the high temperature expansion with sub-

44
sequent Pade' approximation the critical exponent   Y is given by Res P (p

-
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at the place of the physical pole,     = (& critical. )
Characteristic properties of the results in these model systems:

(1) Critical exponents depend on   - the dimensionality  of the sample  (d),

  the dimensionality of the spin (D).

For instance: The results for the 3-dimensional Ising (D=1) and 3-

dimensional Heisenberg (D=3) models are different, see Table II (p. 18).

(2) Critical exponents do not depend appreciably on the inclusion of the

next to nearest or third nearest neighbour interactions. (Theoretical

manifestation of the universality property. )

(3) The rigorous inequalities are well obeyed as equalities.

(4) For d=3 the agreement with the experimental values is good.

Remark:    The good numerical agreement with experiment and the appear-

ance of universality and equalities all show the strength and relevance of

these models. However, in the framework of the high temperature ex-

pansion (or other approximation methods used) there is no particular

reason to expect either the unimportance of the other but the nearest

neighbour interactions  or the appearance  of the equalities.    That is,

universality and equalities come out quite by an accident; the high temper-

ature exparsion provides no physical insight into the origin of the remark-

ably similar behaviour of systems with different Hamiltonians close to

their critical point.

(2.3) "New phenomenological model" - the scaling hyopthesis

During the early sixties with more and more experimental data on

various materials at hand it became suggestive that the inequalities are
8)                         9)

obeyed indeed as equalities in many cases. Widom   and Domb & Hunter

gave a mathematically simple and lucid although physically unjustified

scheme from which the equalities came out naturally. The assumption

was the - so-called - static scaling h othesis.
Mathematical definitions:

( 1) Homogeneous function:    f(x)  is a homogeneous function if 4(xx,=ap#60

for any J , p is the degree of homogenity. If there are several
variables: ·1'( 4 4> Ax,).. )A xn) -- ;IP<(Xl, - , Xn) .

(2) Generalized homogeneous function (for two variables in our case)

has the property that

<( Rax, 129) = 3 flx, ti)   for ang  2.

2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           -'
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(This definition is equivalent to the seemingly more general one

that 4(f'x,16'11)= AP#( *,9) , (substitute l=p . ))
Alp

The static scaling hypothesis is the "simple" claim that the Gibbs

potential G is a generalized homogeneous function close to the critical

temperature:

G (  fr r  ,. f•  1.1)  -,AG (r, H), (2.13)

where r*-re)/TOis the reduced temperature and H is the rnagnetic field.

The parameters  ae and  Q» are not specified, they nave to be determined

by the experinlents.
aG- 1Magnetization:   M =-
5FT IT·By differentiating (243) we get

30.-i  M C fr T,  f" 11)  =   M (r, Ff) . (2.14)

Critical exponents:

From eq.  (2.14) we  can get the critical exponents  , E connected with

the behaviour of M at and around the critical point (see Table i p. 5.  ).

(a) Order parameter:  Take H = 0, since eq. (2. 14) has to be correct

for any A choose X = C -r FAP , then it becomes
L (aw-4) -1-(QH-4)

M (r, 0, = c_riat M (-1,0) = const. x (-r) Or

and  =<|-a| ,/ar

1-

(b) Critical isotherm:  Take L = O and choose X = H-a'0    in eq.  (2.14),
 _  )/GH

then M(0, H) = H-(4-aH)/aw M(0,1 ) = constx H

trom where it follows that    8 = av/(l-a»).
(c) Susceptibility: XT=-(8F/aHZ)-r . Bydifferentiating eq. (2.13)

1-

once more and choosing X =  <* tr)-Ge     we get for the critical exponents

y and *i that y=YL *a„-4)/at ·

(d) Specific heat:   CH =  -T(fF/arl),4.   By the same machinery we get

oc-K'= 1-  1/aQ    .

It is now a simple exercise in substitution to show that the inequalities,

eqs. (1. la), (1. lb), (1. lc), (1. ld) are satisfied as equalities.

Eq. (2.14) leads to another interesting result for the rnagnetic

L
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equation of state at fixed temperature.    Let us choose X  =  10 1- a   ,  then
eq. (2.14) will read as

M (r, H)       =  M  C S- -  .  -jL--1
 Q•-1 /Clf \  w 1    '      Irl "at )    .

Ir r

From our previous results itis clear that (aH-')/Or-*(1 , a„/at=BE.
Now we introduce the scaled magnetization m and scaled rnagnetic field

h as follows:

M . 1.c'-9 M (c,H)  ,   A e it'l- B H ,
and

M (,fi  ,  L)    =   f t  (81).
In the definition of f the :!: signs are referring to the sign of e . Finally

we got

m = ft(£),
where there is no reference to the temperature any more except whether

the temperature is above or below the critical point. This means that all

the isotherms measured in the scaled quantities have to fall on two curves

depending on signY  .  Fig. 4 shows the situation schematically, this
rejud

84,1#=as is corroborated by the experiment beautifully.

T>Tc ;T>T,·e,o
11    4              1  1       i          -r=T                                                                                                      & A.

:; 1
11 1 -T<Te ,     r< Tc
1,

1
t<0

1

1// 1

'A  l                                             I
/

t1

V/
I

1
-

Fig. 4

L.                                       d
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Surnrnary
The homogeneous function approach or static scaling hypothesis rests on

the simple but unproved assumption that close to the critical point the Gibbs

potential is a generalized homogeneous function.

It gives: (i) functional relationships between critical exponents through

two unknown parameters QI·JQH, which have to be deterrnined

experimentally. The rigorous inequalities are obeyed as

equalities.

(ii) specific prediction concerning the form of the equation of

state, which is supported by the experiments.

Without obtaining further physical insight into why the scaling property has

to occur around criticality, the homogeneous function approach is just a par-

ticularly simple mathematical framework to organize the available experi-

mental results.

The step toward getting a physical understanding of criticality was taken

2)by Kadanoff   who gave a heuristic argument for the support of scaling.

*
Table II

Ising (D = 1) Heisenberg D=3 Meanfield
Exponents d=3 Theoryd=2 d=3

4                      log IT-Tc' 0·125 -0.1 discontinuity
i

J0.125 0.31      ·     0.35
6

y 1.75 1.25 1.4                   1

8 150 5.15              5                3

0.25 0.056 ve ry s mall                                            0

2                                                                                                                                   - · -11             0.64                                         2
Dtr                                                                                                       '

* Numerical values are taken from refs. 4, la.

2                                                                     .
., J
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3. GENERAL IDEAS OF THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP APPROACH

Since the early investigations of critical behaviour it was fairly clear
that the physics lies in the cooperative nature of criticality. Indeed, as we
mentioned before, as the critical teniperature is approached from above the

at the critical point it gives rise to long-range correlation characteristic of

temperatures lower than the critical one.  L. P. Kadanoff2  was the first who

explicitly based his approximation on this physical observation i. e. that the

correlation length   was much larger than the lattice distance  >> a .

Before we start we summarize the experimental facts to be explained by

the new approach and the main theoretical difficulties.

Facts: - occurrence of critical 'point,
- scaling property of the· free energy (This - among other things -

means that the rigorous inequalities are satisfied as equalities. )

-  universality of critical exponents,
- numerical values for the critical indices (They are expected to have

a dependence on the dimensionality of the system and the syrnmetry

of the Hamiltonian but no dependence on the actual value of the

coupling constants. ).

Theoretical difficulties: The Ising and Heisenberg type models are capable

of describing materials which appear in nature. However, close to

the critical point the correlation length is large and the partition

function, free energy (consequently other thermodynamical quantities)

are not analytical, thus any perturbative treatment should require -

at least in principle - an infinite precision at the critical point.

Thus one's ambition is to find a procedure for solving these models

in which, on the one hand it is justified to deal with only a finite

number of degrees of freedom at any step of the treatment, on the

other hand, instead of dealing with the nonanalytical Z and F it is

possible to find equally useful_quantities which are analytical even

at the critical point. (Wilson calls it a "search for analyticity". )

As it was mentioned at the end of the previous section Kadanoff's work2)

was motivated by the success of the scaling hypothesis and the purpose of his

model was to give some physical reasoning based on a model system as to

how the scaling property might show up at criticality. Subsequently, K. G.

Wilson3) realized that in the spirit of Kadanoff's conjecture much more far-

reaching qualitative and quantitative results can be obtained by constructing

L
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and studying the - so-called - renorrnalization group (RG) transformations.

The basic ideas and first results will be presented in four steps:

1. Block construction

2. Kadanoff's results

3. Wilson's renormalization group (preliminary considerations).

4.  Generalization - differential form of the RG transformations.

Possible implementation of universality.

3.1 Block construction

We follow Wilson's way to present the Kadanoff block construction idea.

It differs from Kadanoff's original presentation in one respect, namely,

those general features  of the construction are emphasized which are inde -

pendent of Kadanoff's specific assumptions imposed on his model system.
-1

Let us  take the Ising model Hamiltonian with the (kT) factor included:

%= *3£L=-K23.Go..sn*i- i. -sn , (3.1)
kl, 1-

where K and h are the coupling constant and magnetic field,respectively,

divided by (kT).   Then the partition function Z(K, h) is

2 61<,&)= < e-*>, (3.2)

where the notation < > stands for the sum over all the possible states of the

system.  The free energy density is defined from the partition function as

follows:

F(K,A) =    -  Urn   1  1-   Qn 2 . (3.3)V-6-ev

Physical observation: As it was emphasized before, close to the critical

temperature the correlation length     is much larger than the lattice. distance

a.  However, this large correlation length means - Kadanoff argues - that if

in a certain lattice site the spin points up (down) then the spin in the next site

also points up (down).
Mathematical formulation:  (i) Let us now form blocks in the lattice with

sizes L· a,  where     >> L,L>l (see Fig.  5).   Since these blocks can be

a -
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considered as the sites in a "block-lattice", the whole operation may be

looked at as a rescaling of the lattice distance.

i

'

1

:i:   :  . : 1- :  r   1 1:   :   :  It    - - -
- -  -  -   -  -

M i x  X   X i x  X X X X X 'X  X11
X'*   X   X ' x  X   X i X   X  K,X  X
A 'X  X   X I A  A A l.X X  X,X  X

Mix  X  Xtx  A  MIX  X  X'w x
x i x   x   x i x   x   x'x   >t   X  )l<&

t

>(,K X x i x xXx X   XI r  X

- - -A- f ,i - f-I, -1 3, -  3, --x-  - x-  &&-  ),1 2- i- -
4       >1.'»-0- : 1 , ---   )

Fig. 5

(ii)  We  also form "block spins" as follows:

'r- (k)
SK61ock =  Z_     SO  ,

wherei means a summation over all the spins in block 6.  If the lattice
d

is d-dimensional (and cubic) then in one block there will be L spins and
dd

s          can acquire values:  L , . . . . . , -L. However, if our previous
4%. block

observation is correct, then whenever one spin in a block points up (down)

all the others - most probably - point up (down) too as long as    >>L.
Thus we make the drastic assumption according to which the block spin can

take up only two values, say t  ; then s  is introduced by rescaling the

block spin
. 3 8;. where 'A = £ i.. sK block

If the oriBnal Hamiltonian contains only nearest neighbour interactions

then  it is plausible  that the effective Hamiltonian written  in the block -spin

space would have interaction only among nearest neighbour block spins as

well,  though with a coupling constant different from K in eq.  (3. 1). Hence

we assume that the effective Hamiltonian in the block spin space can be

written as:

6 --
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'let =  - 1<4  L   s'   skir  -  RL 2 .  s'   ,
k,I (3.4)

where KL and hI, are the new coupling constants, 1 are the block lattice dis -

tance vectors and-* runs  over all the blocks. The dependence of KL'  hL on
K, h - at least in principle - can be calculated.

Remarks :   (a) It might be worth mentioning that, in fact,  this form of the block

Hamiltonian HL contains an extra assumption apart from the proposition that

the block spins can have only two values. The reason is simply that instead of
dthe L independent spins included in a block we introduced only their sum which

could be only one member of a complete  set of necessary new variables. There -

fore assuming the mentioned form for HI, we tacitly claimed that the variables
not included are in some way inessential around criticality. This assumption

is specific for the Kadanoff model and in Wilson's implementation of the

Kadanoff block construction it will be dropped.

(b) It seems absurd to imagine that at such a high temperature at

which critical behaviour occurs one still speaks about an almost perfect align-

ment of spins - as it was assumed for the block spins.   This is expected to

occur only at temperatures close to absolute zero. Indeed, the appearance of

correlated spin droplets as fluctuations does not mean a static alignment of the

spins. As it is presented in Sec. 4, Wilson insists that physically the inessen-

tial degrees of freedom are the ones which give short wave length fluctuations.

By this the Kadanoff procedure can be made rigorous and the effective coupling

constants can be calculated explicitly as functions of the original ones. Although,

it is next to impossible to carry out explicitly Kadanoff's original procedure and

to justify his assumptions we pretend they are correct. Indeed, the rigorous

procedure is based on the same general ideas and the general properties of the

results are the same.

After these qualifying remarks we turn back to the new rescaled

Hamiltonian HL' which formally looks the same, as the original one.  Thus the
partition function written with HL should have the same form as the original
one  except the coupling constants are different (K -, KL'  h -* hL) and instead

of summing over the possible states of spins on each lattice site we have to

sum over the possible values of block spins. However, we claim that the

.

1)
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effective Harniltonian HI, still describes the same physical system, conse-

quently

Z (1(L,  R L)   =    Z c  K, ·A) , (3.4)

since the unit length changed from a to aL and every length is measured in

units of the lattice constant, the free energy density and correlation length

have  to  obey the following equations:

FE KL, A L)  =   13.  FS (K, ·A), (3.6)

  C  K .1   AL)    =   .t.  J& C K,
fz), (3.7)

where

WL =  UL(K, 4), (3.8)

AL=  int(K, I)  . (3. 9)

In the last equation it is convenient to take out a linear term in h, since hI.,
has to go to zero when the applied field h, in the original Hamiltonian vanishes.

These two equations, (3.8), (3.9), which accompany the two scale changes

(lattice distance and spin) are called the renormalization group transforma-

tions.

Most of the time from now on we will be concerned with the qualitative

and quantitative properties of the renormalization group transformations

UL, vL. (The transformation function for h is always hvL(K, h) but for the
sake of brevity we quote only v  i. e. the fraction to be calculated. )  As a

matter of fact,  this is the point from which Kadanoff's and Wilson's ways are

drastically different. Kadanoff makes an educated guess for the specific

form of the functions uL' vL and gets the static scaling results in turn.

Wilson uses the previously described block construction only to extract the

general properties of the renormalization group transforrnations and to find the

I

L d
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particularity of the critical point in thetie transformations. However, the

original Kadanoff block construction is just a theoretical laboratory for study-

ing new ideas and possibilities to be used in understanding the speclfic be-

haviour pattern of criticality.

3.2 Kadanoff's results

Since we are interested in the behaviour of the system around the critical

temperature T   it is natural to introduce Kc-K, instead of K. However, since

K = g/k' T (g is the nearest neighbour coupling constant) Kc-K
= const T  rc a

C

const f .   Then eqs.  (3.8),  (3.9) read

'ti- = UL ('C, A. ) , (3.10)

AL  -    A   6LCE'  .g. ) ' (3.11)

Now -asit was promised before -some plausible (?)guesses will be

introduced for uL and vL A la Kadanoff.

The form of vL: The "applied magnetic field term" in the Hamiltonian (3.1)

went through the following changes:

(i) Rescaling of the length:  a -+La

4  i s M     =    4   z.         SCEl  Sr    =    A  . ks SE Wock  .Wocks
(ii) Rescaling of the block spin: skblock = 3 6/ s':=32.K)

This form contains already the drastic assumption that
d

the block spin will run over only two values instead of L  ,

Ld .2,..., -Ld.   If all the spins were aligned,   would
d

obviously be L (the number of the spins in a block with site

La in a d-dimentional system).   If we allow partial non-

alignment then     = Ld. c, where o<c <  1 and will be written
*   ,   «+d  xa s c i L,s o 3=L - L .  Notice that it was tacitly

assumed that c does not depend on the temperature which is

generally incorrect although admissible in the case of some

"mild" behaviour in T. After these operations we get an

effective "h term" Hamiltonian as follows:

4.  S,,   R  /c,St"ock  -*   4   13 *S   =.  6.Z S 
from which

(3.12)
4 L  =       13     ,         1,6.  =    e  ,
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The form of uL:  It is clear that the analysis just performed for the "h term"

is generally impossible for the "K term" in the Harniltonian

(3.1) since it is not diagonal in the block-spin variable.

However, in tune with our assumptions already made the

following form of uL can be justified:

't' L    =    Ul.(9   8)    =     0.1_           with       (*>0.             (3.13)

 L has to disappear when '6• 0 since it is desirable that when-

ever the original system goes critical (SO) at the same time

the effective block system also should go critical (YL-* 0).
The proportionality constant, LY was chosen this way because

of the following reason:  It is known experimentally that the

correlation length   (t ) increases when T -* Tc,2-/0 (in
fact, the dependence is Z-  where 200.6).  From eq.  (3.7)

 C )- t· Ct)     - i. e. the correlation length for the rescaled

system jailis 1/L times smaller than the correlation length

for the original one , (e ) if 100. However, smaller corre-

lation lengths belong to systems which are further away from

criticality: <>t'  if t(IL)<*Ct) i. e.  if 1:*  0 the block system behaves

like the original system but with a larger reduced temperature

(r).   By this reasoning we transformed the change in the

length scale into a change in the reduced temperature.  The

choice of the proportionality constant as LY with y>O seems

reasonable since ' L increases with the increase of the block

size L in agreement with the stated ·physical requirement on

the correlation length.

We are ready to examine the free energy density F. On inserting eqs. (3.12),

(3.13) into eq.  (3.6) we get:

Ld F Cr, A.) -  FC'C· 1.I, 4LA) .
After the sybstitution L=A we arrive at the following form:/1/cl

F  (A#     r,      ja.  t)       =      .1    F  (5    1 ) (3.14)

with  at a ,*/cl )  Ct H s x/oe .
This is the form for the free energy which was assumed in the static

1 ---I-----=-9
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scaling hypothesis we have discussed in Sec. 2.3.  See eq. (2.13). Obviously

all the results for the critical exponents and magnetic equation of state also

follow.

3.3 Wilson's renorrnalization group (RG).

Let us first summarize the results we arrived at before we went to the

Kadanoff adventure to guess a specific form for the RG transformations.

Bythe two scalings (length:   a-3, La,    spin:     8-1  3  s)  an effective Hamiltonian

HL was obtained which still describes the same physical system with the same

total free energy  as the original  one. This equivalence gives the following  equa -

tions for the free energy density and correlation lengt-h:

F(KL, RL)-- 1.  FLI<, A), (3.6)

Cwc, 44-) =t-SC<,A),          ·       (3.7)
' with                                                                                                                                                  

                       '

KL= U.L (1(, 4)) (3.8)

  L. =  CK, R.) 1 (3.9)
yyhere  the  last two equations are called the renorrnalization group transforma -

tions. Our assumptions can be stated briefly by claiming that there exists a

transformation which takes K-,KL, and h-,hL such that eqs.  (3.6) and (3.7)
are satisfied for any L.
Rernark:  Eqs.  (3.6) and (3.7) can be used to define uL and vL.  In that case
uL and vL will be expressed by F(KL'  hL),  (KL'  hL) and their derivatives

with respect to KL' hI„, However, not only do we not know in practice the

functional forms of F and   , even their general properties are difficult to

extract. The essential problem is that both F and   are non-analytical at

the critical point, consequently uL' vL might possess singularities. Obviously

if uL'  vL were singular then we would not gain anything by transforrning one set

of singular functions to another. However, through the block construction pro-

cedure the analyticity of uL' vL will be rnade plausible.

Properties of the RG transformations:

( 1) 11£ and vL have to be functions of h2, since the partition function Z  is

even unde:r the change h -# -h.   Thus from now on we write
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KL=   UL  (Kle)) (3.15)

.AL =  4  1'L  C 1(,  49,
(3.16)

(2) uL and vL are analytic functions of their arguments even at the critical

point K = Kc' h = 0.  "In the block picture one should be able to construct KL
and hL just by adding up individual spins within a block or across the boundary

between two blocks:  it is hard to see how this simple addition over a finite

region can lead to singular expressions for KL' hL as functions of K, h for
11 Yl

any fixed L (Of course, we do not want to pretend that this was a proof

of analyticity, although the argument is suggestive. ) To qualify this statement

even further  we  add that  in the  case when uL and vL are defined through  eqs.

(3.6) and (3.7) (see remark on page 26 ) and expressed by F and   and their

derivatives (singular at the critical point) there is no particular reason to ex-

pect that the singularities .should cancel. However, when the definition of

uL and vL is obtained through the block construction it seems very unlikely

that by dealing with a finite number of analytic functions (at fixed L) any

nonanalyticity could arise.  It is worth remembering that for a finite system

the partition function and the thermodynarnical qualities are analytic and there

is no critical behaviour either. The rernarkable trick in the block construction

is that it allows to deal with only a finite part of the system.  One can repeat

the block -construction many times  but at  each  step in the construction  of the

new effective coupling constants f rain the previous ones  (i. e. in calculating the

RG transforrnations) one has to deal with a finite number of degrees of freedom.

Indeed, in every case where the RG transformations can actually be calculated

they turn out to be analytic as stated.

(3) The appearance of the critical point. Illustration. The following dis -

cussion on the features of the RG transforrnations is a preliminary one.  It

serves just as an improvised illustration on what and how other results can

come out from this new approach. However, very important properties - to

be explained later - are left completely unmentioned. Suppose now that there

existsa value of K, say K, for which KL=K   uL (K , 0). This iscalled the

fixed point of the transformation. Substitute K  = uL(K , 0) into the equation

for    , (3. 7):
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ic K.,  =  1-   i (K*) . (3.17)

This equation has two solutions fpr  k :     106= O or  t(Id)=00.   We get a solution,

flk*)=00 , which physically belongs to the critical point. Consequently, the

fixed point of the RG transformation can be associated with the critical tem-

perature. Abreover, we present a primitive argument on how to calculate the

critical exponent  ir,  if the RG transformations are known close to the critical

point. (Rerninder: <Ct)url. ) Since uL is analytic we Taylor expand it

around the critical point:

KL =   U. C   %,0 )   =    ULL WK)   +     K*  c k-le)   +  ...
and

K 6 -  k*   -       1=  K'(K- K*)
As  we  know       'EL=  consix  C 26- IL') and t=  co<64.(16 -K*)       so

t     - FJLL.1 / (3.18)

L  - laIrl kz       .
Substituting eq.  (3.18) to eq.  (3.  7) we get

-13

icK)  _ / r \-'r - F(du.)
1- "   FINL)  - <722 1    -  [CaR-11<*-   '

from which

j, -   .tr L  / 1.1 (*),„ . (3.19)

The undesirable L dependence of ir will be shown shortly to be illusory.

Even from these primitive considerations two distinctive features of the

RG transformations emerged:

(a) By using the RG transformations (hopefully analytic even at the

critical temperature) we can generate singular solutions for thermodynarnical

quantities (KI.'=K*=uL(K ) ==* (K )=Do. Criticality could belong toa

special point 0ixed point in the present case) of these transformations but

not a singular one.

(b) The knowledge of the RG transformations and their derivatives at

that special point (associated with the critical temperature) gives the critical

exponents.

(4) "L-independence". By constructing blocks of sile L an effective
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Hamiltonian HI, was gotten with effective coupling constants KL' hI.  given

by eqs.  (3.15),  (3.16). This block construction can be repeated by introducing

new blocks with rescaling the unit length again:  L  -+ n· L i. e.  one new block

will contain  nd of the old blocks (d is the dimension of the system).  The new

effective Hamiltonian HnL will have coupling constants  KnL and hnL as follows:

knL=Un (KL, At), (3.20)

K.r". =  AL 141( W , At) . (3.21)

Since HL' Z(KL' hL) did not contain any L dependence except through the defin-

ition of K  .h  ,u  and v could not possess any explicit L dependence either,
L'  L  n     n

(i. e. the transformation functions un' vn do not know how the coupling con-

stants K    -  h were obtained).L' L
Remarks:   (a) In the original Kadanoff construction this procedure can be re-

peated as long as the block lattice distance and the correlation length get into

the same order of magnitude. However, for systems like that other approxi-

mation methods (e. g. high temperature expansion) work very well. This could

be one way of using the block construction.

(b) Let us assume that the block construction is repeated - say -
(k)    (k-1)

"k" times and at every step we use the same rescaling; thus K -f(K     L

Here the transformation function f will be the same independently of how many

times the block construction was applied before ("L-independence").  After

many  repetitions the coupling constant (or coupling constants)  can be quite

different from the initial value (or values). This readily suggests that the

properties and values of the critical exponents are determined mostly by the

function f (or functions if there are rnany coupling constants) and they could

be quite insensitive  of the initial values  of the coupling constants.    This

argument will be made more detailed later.

3.4 Generalization - RG transformations in differential form.

In the block construction procedure it was naturally implied that n was

always a positive integer.  Now we assume that n can be continuous and the

basic properties of un and vn are still correct (i. e. analyticity even at the
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2
critical point, h -dependence, "L-independence").

[Of course, in the Kadanoff block picture it would be difficult to justify

this generalization and to make it operative but there is no need to do it either.

We remember again that the Kadanoff procedure is used as a theoretical

laboratory, the functions un' vn cannot be calculated and certain specific

assumptions are known to be absurd anyhow. In Wilson's implementation of

the block construction (in that case the RG transformations can be obtained

explicitly) a continuous scale change does not pose any interpretational prob-

lem. ]
Our aim is to get differential equations i. e. the changes of the coupling

constants as a response to an infinitesimal change in the block size: L-*Ll= nL
where n=l+S and Bis small.

From eqs.  (3.20),  (3.21) the identity transformation n=1 gives

I

KL - 11< c l<L, AL) (3.22)

 L =  L 1,1 CKL)#t) )  94 - i .
(3.23)

Ifn=  1+8  then Lt= (1+ 3)Land  AL =   8·Land    AKL= Kif -KL
= ul+8  (KL' h ) - ul(KL' h ),  similarly for hL'   Consequently,

AKh: =  i   ll,+6 -uiALL   6
and the resulting differential equations are

E!.EL   -   t   u C 1(L, Af ) , (3.24)d L

clkt. = f ·11LV(KL,Fil), (3.25)

dL
where

Ll C KL)  #11  )    a   6rn     U,+6 - Ul
6-* 0    5

7.r(KL) 42.)    0   6,4    2106-!
6-40

It is clear from the definition that if un(KL' h  ) and vn(KL' hZL) do not have
any explicit L dependence then u and v cannot have either.

Given the initial values Ko,  h  at L=  1 for the coupling constants one

can calculate the effective coupling constants KL' hL for any block size L

...                                                                                                                                         1
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by using  (3.24), (3. 25).u(KL'  h ) and v(KL'  h ) are the infinitesimal trans -

formation functions  for the group acting  on the field  of the coupling constants.

However, since the transforrnations are generally nonlinear the language of

the theory of differential equations is more suitable to use than that of group

theory.

In the rest of this Section we shall try to answer the following question:

What kinds of solutions of the RG differential equations can be interpreted

as  manifestations of critical behaviour ?

Mathematical method: - The critical point is located

-The approxirnate solutions of the linearized form

of the RG differential equations around the critical

point is examined.

We will proceed in two steps: First, as a "warming up" exercise the

known case (eqs.  (3.24), (3.25)) will be analyzed again. For finite transfor-

rnations we have already dealt with this case (see p.p 27,28). Secondly, addi-

tional coupling constants will be introduced and we want to find those solutions

which still maintain the scaling and universality property of the free energy

density and critical exponents, respectively, in this more general case.

"Warming up" exercise.

Critical point:  Take the system with coupling constants KQ and magnetic field

h :K  .h   are
the initial values for the differential equations (3.24),  (3.25).

0'  0'
Let us suppose now that K0 and h  at their critical values:  KO = Kc' ho = 0.
From eq.  (3.25) it immediately follows that hL ' 0.  Eq. (3.7) tells that the

correlation lengths  for the initial system (     Cl<o, 40) ) and for the block system

with block size  L (     (1(L, AL)  ) will obey the following relation: 3 c WL) *L)=

=       L- 4     1  C   k.,  4 0)    0                 If              'Co=Ke    , ho·=0 then  Ckw o)= L.71 ECKe,03.

Since E CMC> o) = t>O 3 1 C KL, 0) has to be infinite for any L which implies

KLE Kc.   The RG differential equation will possess such a solution only if

u(Kc' 0) = 0,
The point for which u=0 and hv =O i s called the fixed point or station-

ary point of the equations. Consequently, the critical point is the fixed point

or stationary point  of  the RG differential equations.
Linearised RG differential equations: Since u and v are analytic even at

the critical point we make a Taylor expansion keeping only the linear terms:
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UCIL Al) =  4(ka-- |<c) +   OC (1<6-14)t'. A  ,  C K4-llc)46 )  •• .

#Cl<6) <0 =X+OC(EL- |4), 01L ...     le.   &1-17 =  At X  ·,- ...

-. = ·a UCKLe'l) j and X  2 7>'C llc, 0)  ·where   3 KL 114=  14,  A#O

Substituting the expansions into eqs. (3.24), (3.25) we get:

d ok L-  Mc  )
=  4  (K,-Kc),

01 (log L) (3.25)

El  h L             =       X      ft L • (3.26)

81({«L)

The solutions for the two decoupled equations are

CHL-kC )  =  04 - Kc) Ll  (3.27)

01 L  =     R o   Lx (3.28)

Eqs.  (3.27) and (3.28) are the parametric form of a line in the plane of K, h.

Critical exponent Z First we notice that a partial differential equation

can be derived for the correlation length J from eq. (3.7) by taking an infin-

itesimal rescaling C L'-*(1+8)L ): g ' 3% clt<   1 31 (1·RL_ _
T. 52- azo -r SE 32€L)  -0 · Using the

RG differential equations one gets

   +   3  u ( 1(, 4,)   +      #L *CK, B)   = 0. (3.29)

The solutions of eq.  (3.29) are, however, to be considered only along its

characteristic lines dk/01(Eogl-)  = U(1<, &2),ciA/d(1.090-'k«141)i. e. along  the  solu-

tions of the RG equations.   If we consider systems only with h = 0,  then eq.

(3.29) reduces to an ordinary differential equation

    +      j   U.l K )     =0d K

and the solution for the linearized version is

1
k = to (K-Kqf 1 I

(3.29a)

The constant   has to be determined by matching this solution to the exact
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one somewhere, far away from the critical point.  If y >  0, h is· singular

at K = Mas expected. Comparing this with the experimentally established

form     - t-'   we  get

A r-   t   -   -str                              ·                                                                        
                                             (*296)

3Rlk=14,A:o
Here the previously obtained unnatural L dependence of rdisappeared, cf.

eq. (3.19).
Rernarks: (a) The solutions of the linearised RG differential equations, eqs.

(3.26),  (3.27), are just Kadanoff's guesses ofthe form of KL' hL; cf.  eqs.
(3.12), (3.13).

(b) The unknown parameters x, y are determined by the derivatives

of the infinitesimal transformations of the RG at the critical point:

'1 =
dul V(<C, 03 =X.
d  <6| WL i kC       

(c) As we discussed in the case of Kadanoff's guesses y has to be

positive since off the critical point the correlation length has to decrease
with increasing block  size. In addition,  x>O a s well expressing the fact that

critical behaviour with disappearing order parameter can occur only when

the applied magnetic field h = 0. These physical observations give another

restriction on the kind of fixed point or stationary point we can identify as the

critical point.  In the case when there are only one coupling constant and the

rnagnetic field (both of them fixed at the critical state by h = 0, K = Kc or
equivalently T = Tc) only those fixed or stationary points of the RG differential

equations are eligible as critical points which are unstable against the charge of

the initial values of the coupling constants.

Since the appreciation of the last claim will be extremely important when

we  extend our investigation  to  more  than two coupling constants, we spend

some time on rephrasing this statement in a detailed form.  Let us irnagine
that we were able to calculate u(KL'  h  ) and. v(KL'  h  ) explicitly for some

model system by the block construction. Since we know that the critical point

belongs to a fixed point of the system of differential equations we solve the

algebraic equations

11(Mc, 42) =0,

le,('(c,   11)=  O,
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for KI:, hz· These are generally nonlinear equations so we can get a whole

series of solutions: (K 1), h<1)), (K<2), h(2)). ...; because of obvious physical

reasons we immediately discard the solutions for which hc 0 0.. For every  re-
d)

maining point we calculate (BU/61<L )1.-„ci)   =  9(l'       and      +Cl 18)  =   XX L-KC
(i)    (i)

Irrespectively whether x   ,  y are positive, negative real or complex numbers

for anyone of these solutions the correlation length will be infinite or zero since
(i)K=K     h=0. thus  C'( ", 0)= t tcilc,o) has solutions   t - 00 er O .L- c ' L- '

Now we examine the stability of these fixed points against a srnall change of

the initial values in the linear approximalion around K#), h = 0.
(i)For every pair of K c  '  h= 0 the linearized differential equations will look

like eqs, (3.25), (3.26) and their solutions like eqs. (3.27)  and (3. 28).(.LNow if
- say - y(i)< 0 and 2 - K ) 0 0, h = 0, then K ) - K :i) = *Ce. K )).  L-ty 11-*.0
when L-#00 ; asymptotically KL  goes back to its value at the fixed point. )  The

stationary point is stable against srnall changes in the initial value K (like

stable equilibrium). However, such a solution evidently does not describe a

critical behaviour of the system since   tends to zero as K-* Kc'  see eq.  (3.29a).
The physical system is described by two variable coupling constants K, h

(they can be changed by varying the temperature and/or the rnagnetic field),

and the critical state is reached only if both conditions K=K c and h=0 are
satisfied.  Thus, only the doubly unstable fixed points ( Ijc'> O, xa'>© ) are

admissible as critical points; i. e. no solution of the linearized differential

equations converges into the fixed point (like unstable equilibrium).

Systems with rnany coupling constants.

An investigation analogous to the previous one could be conducted for a

system which is described by a Hamiltonian with n+1 coupling constants:

h,  G(1),  G(2),....,G(n). For instance,  we can imagine that G(1  is like K i n
the previous case i. e. it belongs to the nearest neighbour interaction

(G( 1)   sn sn +i), G(2) is
the coupling constant for the next to nearest neighbour

interactioR, - -C Gr)   sn ' 69+2L ) ... etc.

Obviously there  are  (n+ 1) RG differential equations  now,   one  for  each

coupling constant:

dfi n

G, -,G'n'' e), (3. 30)--  +1 11(
11)

dt

de,)= 116(,(GI'l...,Gin' 10=u'c'(Guit.,), (3. 31)
dt
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where           0 = 2O9L and      L,J.=i...,n. The partial differential equation  for

        - analogous to eq. (3.29)- reads

  (GJ); h) f 35 A#+ 21  ti„ U."' C G'i' R.*) = O (3.32)
:SK         L

First, we locate the fixed point since there might belong a  =00 solution

to that point.    Thus the system of equations     ti ' ( 6;8;, 0)  =  0
has to be solved.

Second, we examine the solutions of the linearized RG differential

equations close to the fixed point by expanding 'cl- and keeping onlyC'.'C G.(p e J

the linear terms in the deviations of the coupling constants from the fixed

point value viz.

d zci, ck)                        d.4-.   -     4 X (3.33)3:r =e'K Z     )   a,t -
where t - log L, z L)= G(i) - G   and   ack=(3'l'1 9/ae;10. GfiGc,60(Generally the
rnatrix  ack is not symmetrical. )  The next step obviously is to find the n eigen-

values of  acK > 4)..., ln and diagonalize eqs (3.33).
In order to illustrate the complications  and new features arising,we

restrict ourselves to a system with two coupling constants at zero external

field, h = 0. On introducing the directions of the right eigenvectors of aik
as new coordinate unit vectors, one brings the linearized RG equations, (3.33),

and the equation for      , (3.32), to the following form:

910-'t Ac"Q«' w.'th    Q.0 - Q,  1-2.I (3.34)
dt   4

1 L
ll

£ +  Zi   'L A.Q 1   =  0
A=1 (3. 35)3 Qw          

where  Xi  are the eigenvalues  of  (lik  :  .14,2-li(Q„+aut ,1.0„.aiL)2- 4(ai,an- a,2(41]1).

The expression of Q with the old coupling constants is the following:(i)

0"'= (1<4,( 44-xi) + (42 2(2)  (11-22)-1 (3.36)

(112)=611(1) C Q,1- Ri)  -  az '2(1)) (A*-©-i (3. 37)
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The solution of eq.  (3.35) may be written in the form

kc Q"' ' 0"') =  L Q'·,1 - ax. IQI"1 - A. 4261),

where  9 = IQ<'1 -A'[Qw)]A. is the equation of the characteristic.  The
function 4(g) is determined - in principle  - by Cauchy data specified along a
non-characteristic line. Along the characteristic (i. e. the solution of the RG
differential equations,   eq.   (3. 34),  Qll)= C [Qiall Al/Al) f is rewritten as

_1
1 -  i« L Q"' 1  -Ai )                                   (3.38)

I

.r    k . T: I Q'n 1 -T
depending whether Q or Q is regarded as an independent variable.  Here(1)     (2)

to and   are constants specified by the condition that t has to be matched
to the solutions of the exact equations at some point along the characteristic
far from the fixed point.

We want to investigate the qualitative behaviour of the solutions for F  ,
eq. (3.38). Assume for definiteness that Al' 12 are real, moreover Al >  0

(1)and X2 < 0 (i. e.P££ak <O )·   Thus  -400   when  Q   -+ 0 (see eq.  (3.38)).   This
means  in the space  of the original physical coupling constants  that        = Do

All)along the line  W =0 = Pt')(a,- )2) + a,z T£(2) . .  We conclude therefore

that there exist systems with different coiipling constants (different from each
other and from the fixed point values as well) for which   exhibits the same

type of critical behaviour provided the coupling constants satisfy the relation

Ze,) = - Cl,2. ll)2 (3. 39)a/,- 22-

Now we want to show that these systems indeed behave in the same way
around their critical point as well i. e. they have the same critical indices.

Using eqs.  (3.34) and (3.36), (3.37) the L - dependence of the physical
'

coupling constant can be written as

2£4)  =   c . 13   1-A.   +    CAji)   11), 3,
(3.40)

Ell'= 011) 1,-al, 1-34 + 0,;2' Al-Q„ El ''
41 a,2-

If Q = 0 then both 2 and 2 converge to the fixed point and   =Do
(1)            (1)    (2)
0
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for any L.   Here we started from a critical system,in constructing blocks.
(L-*Do ) both coupling constants changed until they reached their fixed point
value at L = 00 .  However, the temperature of the system cannot change in
this procedure since that would mean to go over to a noncritical system.  If

Q<)1)00 but very small,  for a while the deviation from the previous situation

is srnall, the block system converges toward the fixed point; thereafter the
21L term drives the solution away from the fixed point. Consequently the

convergent part of the solution can be neglected; thus the two physical
coupling constants are approximately proportional to each other. The system
behaves as if there were just one couFling constant. Following Kadanoff and
Wilson one rnay say that one of the variables, Q2,is "irrelevant". However,
this does not mean that one of the physical coupling constants may be neglectef.*

-(1)It is also
clear that w  (the initial value for the "run away" solution) has to

be proportional to (T-Tc) since Q )96 0 leads to block systems which are
further away from criticality and we established already that at Q ) = 0 the
temperature cannot change away from the critical value.

From  eq.(3.38) weread   off that  ar=    where 11= 1(((4+qu.)+4(Q"+QuNDe£71 20

The  root  X  is determined by the derivatives  of the infinitesimal RG trans -

formations at the fixed point. There are whole series of systems with
different critical coupling constants satisfying the relation O = - 60  a,L/(Q„-AD51('3        (2)

and with - generally - different Tc' the critical exponents of which are the
same and deterrnined by the same fixed point. However, this is nothing but
the celebrated universality property.

The free energy density can be regarded as a function of Q  
) =const *t'

(2) . (1)   (2)
and Q   instead of ZO  , ZO , hence from eqs. (3.6)and (3.34) including the
magnetic field again we get

F C  r,  Ql'),  4,)  =  1_-Cl  F C r l.,71,)  Q':2  EAll,  ·Lo Lx )

or for large enough Ll and L2

Cd   F  C  r    1. ,    0,    ·to  L'I  )   =    Lia   F.  C  r  LL'*,    O,    4 0  L i  ) ,

which tells us that all these systems with different Q <2   have a behaviour for
large enough L as if they had QC)2) = 0 from the beginning i. e.

F (r,   4 0)  =f   Ed  F  (r LA.,     Fo  e )  0

* This rule does not apply, of course, if the rnatrix a is a triangular one:1kin that case one of the physical coupling constants becomes "irrelevant".
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We obtained a scaling law just as in the case of a sin gle coupling constant.,

Remarks: (a) This analysis shows that the RG can provide a natural explanation
of niversality property.   If one of the variables is irrelevant (12 < 0) then the
critical exponent (but not the critical temperature) is determined by the dominant

variable (Al> 0)·  (In this case the fixed point is like a saddle point, from one
(1)

direction Q     = 0 (the ridge ) it is stable against changes in the initial values

and the solution converges to the fixed point but in the other direction QCZ)= 0
it  is  unstable, the initial distance  from the fixed point is amplified  as  L-*00    .  )

(b) Obviously, if in the case of n coupling constants the eigenvalues
of the linearized equations are such that only one of them is positive and all

the others are negative then the pattern is quite similar to the one we have just
discussed. There are(n-1)irrelevant variables with (n-1) transient solutions

(belonging to the negative eigenvalues) and the critical indices are determined

by the dominant variable and the eigenvalue (x) associated with the rnagnetic
field. The scaling property can be established. However, some caution is in
order in the case of many coupling constants since the n-coupled equations
can be quite complicated and may exhibit solutions quite different from the

aforementioned ones.

(c) It is evident that the functional forms  of the RG trans formations

are determined by the operator structure of the Hamiltonian but not by the
numerical values of the coupling constants. It follows that in the case of n

coupling constants in the Hamiltonian the same operator form of the latter is
capable of describing various physical systems. As emphasized before the

RG equations for such a system possess - in general - several fixed points.
Let us consider now only those fixed points, which are of the saddle point type,
i. e.  there is only one "run away" solution (say Q ) besides the magnetic field.(1)

In the (n-1) dimensional space of the remaining Q(i) one can construct domains
around each fixed point,  such that when h = Q( 1) = 0,  the sol utions converge
towards the fixed point.  Each such fixed point then describes a whole number

of physical systems (of different critical temperatures, not determined by the
fixed point values of the coupling constants) which have the same critical

indices. Needless to say, the values of the critical exponents may be different

for various domains.

(d) The connection between the scaling law and the renormalization
12)

group had been recognized already by DiCastro and Jona-Lasinio . The

practical advantage of Wilson's approach lies in the circumstance that it gives
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a simple algorithm for the construction of the RG transforrnations.

Summary

(1)  RG transformations *icting in the space of the coupling constants)
are introduced through the block construction procedure with two
res€alings: a -1 La, S --4 Iks'.

6'Ock

The block construction procedure makes it possible to calculate the RG

transformations explicitly close to and at the critical state.

(2) Important properties:  - The RG transformations are analytic in the

coupling constants even at the critical point.
- Certain fixed points of the RG transformations

can be interpreted as critical points.
- Critical exponents are given by the derivatives

of the infinitesirnal RG transforrnations at the

fixed point.
' -If there are irrelevant variables then a whole

series of systems can have the same critical

indices - universality property.  (Then the fixed

point is a saddle point. )

,1

4. EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS OF THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP TRANS-

FORMATIONS 4)

The main purpose of this Section is to illustrate the general ideas and
methods discussed in the previous Section and to obtain the celebrated  €
expansion of the critical indices. Since there is no attempt rnade to get very

precise results we are content with the examination of some simplified yet
physically relevant models.
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4.1 The partition function of the Ising model in the continuous spin app,Foximation.

Consider the partition function of the Ising model at h = 0.

0 I ss 51+L >Z=  <e da

This partition function can be trivially rewritten as follows
00                                                                    K  I  5 8   911 +i

z = -rri els_ S. Cs -4) e  r.      ,            (4.1)I
-bo

where now the spin sn at lattice site n can be regarded formally as a continuous

variable. The factor-  6654- /1)   is the intrinsic probability distribution of the

continuous spin values; of course, the 6-function allows  only t l.

Now we generalize the model system by introducing a more general prob-

ability distribution than the  -function, which still makes the integral conver -

gent and contains the  -function (i. e. the Ising model) as a limiting case:

lEs&- Zi 22 s g(52-A) '.i35, 8 5. 1 -

(4.2)

The partition function then reads
/0

z  -  T-Ti asa e a,L  - - - 1, 5 6#       4 >0. (4.3)K I, s. s„ .r- 1   21 Sz- (i , . S,j
V 

- -Do

If 4   =  -  8>0  and U-*00,  the   6-function is recovered apart fromanormal -
ization factor.  For the convergence of Z it is enough to include the probability '

distribution exp(--  SJ ) with  @ >0; this is the so-called Gaussian model,first
1.3)studied by Berlin and Kac    :

K :22   S w*wd   -  <   I  Sl
26  = 1 T   ,ts,

e 3,6-  - - -        w.                                        (4.4)
- -60

Thus, the model system described by the partition function (4.3) with

finite u interpolates between the Gaussian and Ising models. The probability

distribution of the value of the spin in the various cases is shown in Fig.  5.

The Gaussian model can be solved but, unfortunately, it gives unphysical

values for the critical exponents. The presence of - at least - a quartic term

in the exponential is necessary on physical grounds.

0
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Gaussian m 9>04 pcs
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Fig. 5

Now a convenient new form will be introduced to the model partition

function, eq. (4.3). First we rewrite the exponent

R    =  -   4   2  51     +    t<  4   SE   s..i      -   <:t Z  5, '  =T * -

M-,L 5  -
(4.5)2  <- 4

= (-f *dK),Es:  -  f f  (5- 4.,) -  'Z'* 4.--/-

On introducing Fourier transforms by

r        -  t.1.4sn= ) e 5, (4.6)
-

*
whe re i ir Zm

f     E    _L,  f 894  - . .  f #1«    ,
(170     0                            0                                                                                                                                      

                       (4.7)

with the inverse

0       =   6        e    ,..f.5    S M
, (4.8)

the expression of the model Hamiltonian becomes

12 =- l i l'<  12.9,-41* + (4-1.41(1% -aifff 6kfh'%$#4#&•49,+090 .fiA··· S.1 .U

Now the spin is renormalized as V'Fdf-,6% and
one defines  1 =3-  . thus

EL ,

H can be written as

ia. .         661)
je=-lf  [ Zle'ill-+976-5-  -  aff fj 649.ci, ,6  4+924,44),     (4,9)-1 4 -4%1 44 ... $4
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where

S, --   5-iclk„      i.       C  1.6·T  -
2 5* ) . (4.10)

16 = 31    )       >O      or   ferromaj ne<S ,
kr

In terms  of the variables   6$ the partition function is written as  a  func -

tional integral over 6-4 i

2-le
- & ..34 (4.11)r     *85-]  -   -6-1 994(fle,&(1 ,t)- u.fff.AB·.. 9,  f,+-, *)
-

6 5

The definition and elementary properties of such functional integrals

are given in the Appendix.

A further approxirnation is introduced now, namely, the modulus of *

is restricted to lie inside the sphere Igl< i . Since this approxirnation

affects short wavelength components only (and thus corresponds to some

averaging of sn over short distances), it presumably will not affect the de-

scription of the system near its critical stat e. The correctness of this

approxirnation depends   on  the "u term", since we tacitly assumed  by  thi s

formal change of the integration region that the interaction between the long

wave length ( 1 + 0, relevant around the critical point) and very short wave

length *11> 1) components can be neglected completely.  The spin field in
coordinate space corresponds to some averaged sn' hence we prefer to call

it  s(x) with a continuous x. Since our interest lie7 in the small   region the
2

expression  le,9,- All    can be replaced by i .
Finally we get the following partition function:

t4

-i       -   *rej        [        -,t.959 (4 1.+)- %f· >1.-9, 3 (1,+...+9,)
t= e -le 11.124

(4.12)
.

a               6
Here r and u are the coupling constants and we attempt at getting their RG

transformations close to the critical point.

4.2 The Gaussian model

As we mentioned before, the Gaussian model (eq. (4.12) with u = 0) is

unphysical, however, it serves as a useful "reference model" since it is
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exactly solvable.  Due to the simplicity of the mathematics involved the RG

transformation functions can be obtained in closed form.

We define   Z IS]  as

2 [S] =   e (4.13a)
RGES, &1

5.                                                                                                                                                        1

where

*G £4, f,1  = -  5 16.%(r,+ 49   +  ils<
9 (4.13b)

<i

and the partition function of the Gaussian model Ze = 26.[o] · However,

eq.  '4.13a> is just like eq. (AB). Comparing eqs. (4. 13a) and (A 8) we read off
ed)

that AN,fz)=0   (*+41) (%2+ +9 i. e. diagonal.  Thus by using eq. (A9) the

spin-spin correlation function for the Gaussian model in momentum represen-

tation can be written as

0 4,6,49'29'(1'4 4-)       1-1               A-ic<"terq,>= 1.11'491 - .  6* 09,= 9,9.) (4.14)

= 6(&)(9+41)(94.t·)-1 2, 3(4l)CX+91) rjE
and in coordinate space

-(d-23    -  15.- KirF
 (1- )=    el,glx-* 6,)i; -4- r /Ix--&,1              e                                               (4.15)

4-

Comparing this with the definition of 'I (page 5), we get

5 - --. (4.16)

Since at the critical temperature  k= 00 by using eq. (4.10) 42=0=*(66:2-219)                 '
and 4-•12 =   8#· C T-  T, ) , consequently

- 1/2
    4   6 T-Tc)        ,

which gives  1 =  *. We solved the model and  got back the mean-field theory

value  for the critical exponentur. (The mean field values  are the results  for

the other exponents as well. )  They are known to be incorrect.

The RG transformation - Wilson's block construction.

In the Kadanoff block picture we argued that due to the strong static
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alignment of spins close to the critical point all the interactions of the system

can be effectively expressed by the interaction of the block spins s-&lock= I  .
Wilson claims that the physically correct statement is the following:  Due to

the long wavelength fluctuations by which the critical state is characterized,

the interaction of the system can be replaced effectively by the interaction

between the long wavelength components of the spin field.  The spin field is

defined as  Sts) =  , ,c,<54 €-'S.E and the "block spin" field

SLP-L CM)  = ot,t,<6 6-1. e#VE    C L 3 1) 3 S,Glock C K) then

has the property that it changes appreciably only over distances larger than L.
(O)

6-(11 and
- (01     (4)

Correspondingly we define     6--4     ) 4 Y  * ,f *         as
follows:

CO'       C"                    6-40'  =  9 (2 - /91) 5-% ,66= 70  + F  ,T       -r

CFC') (4.17)
*       =      Q  (191  -   E )   9    j

CO) r.'(,) O fo)
.f:  =  5* +r m J 4 = 9(t- 41 )99.,

n (/) ww'41     1,1<1.
5,   =  9 (41-t) 94  )

fo)

Now we wish to write the partition function as a functional of 3%  and as a
(0)

functional integral over 6-  only. Obviously, as long as we are interested

in the long wavelength ( > L) components  of the correlation functions  only (i. e.   -

mathernatically - we never take the functional derivative of Z with respect to
(1)

f %  ) such an effective partition function describes the same physical system
k

as the original one. This formally amounts to putting    -0 and integrating

over irt,)9.

12   I im     e(11-  r,3
26[f'.9 =f e R IM;  f';1 , fe 1,)J

-
(4.18)

)
5 5

(0)                               (11

where                ,

ie [5'7), f'60]=-1 i 545.%(*+) + f 9,54 , (4. 19)

O<111<t °Ll'(71

12   [ 5'I' ,  01     -   -1   f    44°21  (1'+ +)   ,                                                                                                          1<14. i
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and

g<e#brel   =  8<h' 20923 131  
-

64 . . .   391. 'Bo 3 9,%   ...    8 fi„ \ 9(06 0
lo) (4.20)

with   I &,1 )...,1 91111  < -    .
(O)

The second factor in eq. (4.18) does not depend on the external source  f t '
hence it drops  out from the expressions  of all the spin correlation functions;

thus we can ignore it in what follows.
Next we introduce two scale changes as in the Kadanoff model:

(1) Rescaling the momenta:     4, = C-49%, (4.21)

(analogous to a -> La)

and

O'  41  i              =       L-ci     S0 <14,1 < i

to)    r /
\ 0-/ . (4.22a)(2) Rescaling of the spin:  51 = Jerfe = J  1-9'

We rescale the external source as

5 1  =  'C. g ),1   =  .k.  f /1..Cp
-,th    z •Ld3-i (4.22b)

(The form of * was choosen in this way to have

5 -,   f-4 54     =      s        944'   .)
029<C -r   OC Cl

It is important to notice that in the Kadanoff construction it was also assumed

that the block spin can acquire only two values 11 ; here one does not have

to impose any restriction on the rnagnitude of the spin field.

On using eqs.  (4.21) and (4.22) we can write eq.  (4.19)

'RGI"'4,   9,1.1   =YI- -,1.-it    4,5.4,(f....1.>ll    +     f     14' 4, (4.23)

0«1<1 O 411'ct

where /6  E    Li+. (4.24)

If we choose now       as

3- Liti (4.25)

then

72&,t"-T,   f'I' D  =  JeAL=i,,   941])-   9'2,9  («4"fl,]   .
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Thus the form of the Hamiltonian remained unchanged under the operation of

splitting the momentum space (= introduction of block spin) and subsequent

rescalings, provided we introduce

11 = 4-' 13. (4.27)

It is evident that any number of iterations of the previous set of operations

leaves this conclusion unchanged.

The scaling property of the correlation function (eq. (4.14)) is established

from the second variation of the partition function under the scale change:

     6'26 (f) (S,11 3fk.&5,.'4,4'11 = ff   .622(·,0, [st„1) Se't34'. d£qi ddi,  I
6%, apirll 6 fll,af,q''

014'41%10 1 O<111 64Dc I  '

Taking into account the fact that ( g'.1092 /6916(21.)9-0 -- £c,q,efi>(i. e. just the

spin correlation function) and eqs.  (4.21), (4.22) we get

2-1,542 =  2 <510 >,
as expected on the basis of a direct calculation. Using the definition of  

· in eq. (4.14) we get
1-'       =    l.3   F  (L)

LQ
i. e. by calculating | '%  from the effective Harniltonian , 21 £ L  (+2.1 IR/1)
one can obtain | 941- of the original system. Since   Ill <1 1 the effective

Hamiltonian describes the original system for wavelengths longer than. L.

Eq. (4.27) is the RG transformation:

*L -- + 1-2
or

fn L =    n.1 -r-1-    . i4.28)

The RG differential equation can be obtained from eq.  (4.28) (by doing

'a n infinitesimal rescaling n=1+8 see page 30); the result is

/ d€/
-C        3[-     =     2  f L , (4.29)

l.*(<6*(4
i. e. the infinitesimal trans forrnation function) is %= 2rL. The fixed point

is uc- O i. e.  rc = 0.  uqis "L independent" and analytic in rL even at the fixed

point as we claimed (page 27). The critical exponent iI is determined by

17-1 =    C=fc = 2    cf.  eqs.  (3.29b),  (4.16).
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We emphasize again that values of the critical exponents in the Gaussian

model are the same as in a mean field theory.

4                             3)4.3 Gaussian model with s perturbation - € expansion
Let us consider the system described by the partition function eq. (4.12)

r      le c  r, u.j, Is41)
Z ( -r,  u. )    =     -1

e (4.30)

1

5

where

92     (*,    &  3    r  6-1 J) RG + Ve'r , (4.31)

1, 1/ -i f   69 ST (11.4.) j (4.3la)
11.161

'tr  r   a   f.ff-i  ar#62.':9'ag,  grt#f,+2· +3'43.1 .
(4.3lb)

oc .149,1<1

(For the sake of simplicity, the external source term was dropped. )

Before we get lost in the mathematical details, the main line of attack is

repeated. The purpose is to get RG transforrnation for u, r,i. e. to introduce

an effective Hamiltonian, which des"cribes the original system correctly for

wavelengths larger than - say - L.

We proceed as follows:

Step 1: Introduce the "block" spin field.

Sept 2: Rescale the momenta and spins.

Step 1:  As it was argued in the case of the Gaussian model by integrating o,it
(1)

the high frequency spin components 9 (where   2 6*/L /   ) we effectively intro-

duced a block spin field, which changes appreciably only over distances larger

than L.  With our present Hamiltonian  eq. (4.31) we can solve this problem
/0)               A

only perturbatively; <I couples the spin components   ex   and 65- 
(eq. (4.17)).

The partition function can be written formally

F  A F 12 [ 6-(04 5 (U] (4.32)2 (54)  =  j     j     e
5.co)   6"  
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Step 2: We introduce the scale changes:   g. = L-4444'       and   «; . 16.4'-3«16 I
Then eq.  (4.32) will look like

1, I  14 +  "J2 = 11  eul' 600(L) r ./   7Let us define now R Lal' J as follows

12(L) c=11,1 - s R. I 16-4, + 6.':1
e - /e (4.33)

*(1)

H(L)
(L)r ,[ 4,1 is calculated perturbatively.  The most general form for H   l el' ]

is

r       (L)    1     1    /

*(0 I 54' 1 =-1 1  412 ((1) 6*1[4'
11'1< 1

CL)  1  , 1 1

eli ,
-0, li'Jitu'   C.;.'*)4*...eii;      Ciq'.

/
(4.34)

.(d)  6   1
+   fififf uft'(92,q'.)  91 ···  46     a        (fi,i ) + higher order

0£/941'..'llk|Cl                                                                                         /
terms in 69,,.
(,)

(Obviously, if L=1 1214)  I 4,1   =  ge  E 69 ] i. e.  411 (4, = *Lf.+S
CU                                                                 (1)

44 ($')91)93/44.t| At and all the other u. are zero.)n
Next we rewrite eq.  (4.33) by using (4. 3 la,b)and by expanding in pewers of u:

(t)

e.*(0 64,1    =   84  I,4'I   I    e.lee r     .1']c  (+   *r (M,+44)  +11'J +  ..)(1)er
Consider now the linear term in u: (0 (1)

F        ges[691 1 F       (rc r      -k i    61  q:1   (ltl  r) Se iq & Lje 9    + a , 1    =   U.     1             D j)    e      PL<61<

1 ZI S. S- el'*  leI [51
0)        i i) 1

41     9%    93     614             ,='    '

er(11 Et') 0<541-111141

(11    u)

to)      f  (11 ' / C 0)    C ..1 1)\  /(     Im
==  4     <  61,  +  J61.1 l  Jirq,+P '. j\ ) :7,+ i 9&1)( (fo' ' Se') 8(24) e-Ii#-%14 (**)<£     24      <t tri <t 8.1 

. Z-
t c"91

94    74

In the following formulae the irrelevant factors I(0) will be omitted in the

definition of pairings.
There are contributions  of the following types:

(a) All qi lie in the interval t<| fl <1. The contribution is a constant.

(b) Two qi lie inthe interval tcls..1 <1 ·  Then the contribution is:
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, r _ (11 M 1

r            1         01    --i Jof  frA (£04)
,

All)a. SS«T,.41]  ff 998698 e      -   -  &(Ig.·) * u. ff '*,U¢:. 3     "  -%'-tufu   =
6'                                               ilse (AS) tilli,I< 1

'. St:«11 1.j-;1|'P ¥ u 1.Ltk,74'4' 3 -Ar .
ScaXng iS< 'L'

Clearly there are six diagrams of this type.-9- (0)

Diagrarnmatically: .  (External line:  6

internal line: pairing. ) These contribute to u   in eq. (4.34).
(c) None  of the qi lie  in the interval td t,'ILl. The contribution then is,

I.  St i f"·,F'.. 0,9, 61'fli)  r    u \1  L-38  ((fi  «t,, ···4 StAll i lf)  I
0 <11,1< 1O <Itillt Scot, 3

(L).
Diagrarnmatically:  3•< .  It gives a contribution to u4   in
eq. (4.34).
Let us examine now the second order terms. As it is evident from the

discussion of the first order contribution, whenever two momenta lie in the

interval  td 1%1·< 1 , one has to "pair them out" ("internal line"). Since in

this case there remain six spin variables of the  6-co' type ("external lines"),
this term contributes to u6 in eq.  (4.34) (-). Similarly, if there are

four momenta in the interval t c 11.1 <4 , we get a contribution to u4
C  >0< ), and so on.

It has to be clear from this construction that there is a one -to-one

correspondence between the various terms of the expansion and the diagrams

drawn here; the diagram rules (very similar to the Feynman rules in quantum

field theories) can be read off from these examples.

On collecting the contributions from the different diagrams and keeping

only first order corrections in u,we get

1,4"C 9,)     =   'S* C-4   1    13  41 + ·r  +    42  1.'  .i     -*si,     4- · . .
1 (4.34)

t<  Ift zi

(Ll                       4 E-34 u. i t- 12,L 5    -L  -j    -     1     -2- fan'Wab..5.- U4  (0 flt,93194)= t<TI<126< (t·I+EF+10+* (4.35)

From eqs. (4.34), (4.35) one sees the complications arising because of

the momentum dependence of the coefficients.   Had we decided to repeat the

block construction many times for locating the fixed point,the formulae would
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become unmanageable. Therefore, we approximate the integrals by their

values at zero external momenta. (This approximation is not as drastic as

it seems, since the external momenta are always smaller than the "internal"

ones one is integrating over. ) We introduce the notations

(L) C I
(L)                                  (Ii    = C Vt#\   C P..+f)1.

.' (4.36)
C.4    .  , 1+ <6     k.-         )

'40,1                  1:410< 1

6=4-& (4.37)

and choose
J  =   L d*:

Thus eqs. (4.34) and (4.35) can be written as

C L)

4"c,p  =  cl  '  +  ,!Lit„+   42"  -3.7  + ..1-}
(4.38)

e 4-L
(U

CL)                              C2                                    (4.39)
l.14   C     )  =  At   If  (i -   36 u. 841-)1 +  . . .  )g4--

- U,L
and

1 0/

-%(L)  [21, 1  ---1  01*+ 41) - UL Sifi':4·· St:  St„..)  + (4.40)

+   G..»  „et„.)
The RG transformations for r, u are:

(L)
(4.41)

t  =  d" ( + 4  42 u  El_   - , )   1+-r

(L)

=  CL  LE (4- 3 6 u. _S»  + . .     . L (4.42)(1++)1 /

Remarks: (a) It is very important to notice that the RG equations (4.41),

(4.42) are algebraic in order u and their structure does not change (in order

u) even if we repeat the "block construction" many times.   One can write

CW)

4-         -    nz-    <  -1 L    +     12 u L       Cl , (4.43)
n L

- 1+r   / )
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(446) \
U n  L   i      U.  L   nG  (   1  -   36 U L   Off)2  /

. (4.44)

The only potential troublemaker is the "u6" term which, in principle, could

contribute to unL but its coefficient (analogous to cC.n))is zero.
(L)(b)  The effective Harniltonian H      (  c ,) with coupling constants

rL'  uL' u'6' . . . . describes the original system for wavelengths larger than
L.  Notice that the requirement that HCL)( 4,) has to have exactly the same

form as H[5 ] was dropped. The coupling constants u6,....  can be shown to

be irrelevant and their fixed point value is zero.

Now it is a simple exercise to get the differential equations from eqs. (4.43),

(4.44),   If n= 1+3 and  6-al the constants c n),  c Il) (eq.  (4.36)) are

M    C,M, -  o  pav elp  >(itwil   = 328 .Cl r
1-& = 32- (4.41)

Using the procedure described by eqs. (3.22)-(3.25) we get

af                                 -    u.
L  --£  =   2 KL  +  1 2 36  -      =-   VT C <1,  u&-)  ,aL 14<L

(4.42)
2-

LduL=  euL-  36-11 116-_z at•) (11/ut.) .d L 0+40
(4.43)

Here we see an example ofa non-trivial set of RG transforrnations.

Critical point: The critical point is associated with the fixed point of the

transforrnations, i. e. :

1> r C    4,   llc 3     =  0   )

1.tkifc'     U c )       =0    I

These equations  have two fixed points:
G G

(a) Gaussian fixed point: r c=u c= O (4.44)

(b) Non-Gaussian fixed point:

1-N G-  =_ G LLNG- =  6
c ne .)  C -52 /6 +  €) L

(4.45a)

To first order in G we get
Ne N &

Co i .4-2 02- S , UC 362
4)                                           

(4.45b)
It can be shown that the form (4.45b) is the leading term in the expan-

sion of the fixed point values of the coupling constants in powers of € .   This
result is based on the observation that the value of u at the fixed point is it-

self proportional to € . Therefore, any contribution to eqs. (4.45) obtained

f from highe,r orders by pairing ovt certain spin variables will necessarily
contain a higher power of E .   (The only other € dependence can come from
factors like c (n)   (s e e   e q.     (4.4 1) ) :  )

. -*.
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Next the stability properties of the fixed points are discussed in the linearised

form of the RG differential equations.    (This  is the analysis which was  de -

scribed in Sec. (3.4), see in particular pages 34-37).
"Linearised" solutions around the Gaussian fixed point.

The linearised RG differential equations are

    -   2'1& +    42 32  ILG-  .,
clue z + G U.
 11

The roots of the secular equation are Al = 2, 12 = 6  and the eigensolutions

(eq. (3.34)) are                         (13     (2,
Gto . C),1 e   · CM0= Qo  If,

where Q(1), QC)2) expressed by uO,  r  are the following [see (eqs. (3.36), (3.37)]:

cg  - 40 +  651'ue   ,  Ql ) . - 631'ue )   12: SL Cl- i)-'
The solutions for u and r can be written as

*G  =  C fo + 6 -21 0) 12.  -  6.slu.o L* )

UG  .    uo LG.

It  is  evident  that the nature  of the  Gaus sian fixed point depends  on  sign  6  ;

e  = 4-d, where d is the space dimension of the system.

If   6>0 (i. e. d<4) both solutions are the "run away" type; the fixed point

can be reached only if the initial values are the fixed point values i. e.  zero.

Since  u,> 0  in our model the Gaussian fixed point cannot correspond to a

critical state for d < 4.

If  e <0 (i. e. d>4) there isa whole series of initial values from which the

Gaussian fixed point is reached, namely,   fo -- - G.Ruo .  For a given system

(i. e. in case of given "original" constants:  b, g, u see definitions on pages

41,  42) the relation -ro crc)  = - 6-n uocrc ) determines the critical

temperature Tc' i. e.  Tc is determined by the initial values. The critical

indices, however, are determined by the derivatives of the RG transformation

at the fixed point,the domain of which the initial values rlul were situated

in, thus the former are independent of rl, ul. The coupling constant u is an

irrelevant variable itself. By using  eq.   (3.38) we find    h = (W" )-2  .    We
argued in the general discussion that Q   had to be proportional to T -Tc;
indeed one gets Qsl)  =   C.r -Tc)  t  .r    [    6+ 1218:24'rc] after a sirrlple exercise

in substitutions. Thus J AA (r-TcT- 92- hence jr = * i. e. the mean field value.
4

The result is that for d> 4 the critical behaviour of a system with an s

b f
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perturbation is the same as that of the Gaussian model.

Linearised solutions around the non-Gaussian fixed point.
For srnall € the linearised RG differential equations are

dic"                                                                         W
-

=     C  2-  i)  2(1,     4.        42 12- d foOL

    =   0(e) ru) -  6 El# = -6 'll),
(NG            ll)                     NG-where    Rtu =  -r - f           75     =  U -   U. c as in Sec.  3.4.C  )

Ife is snall the roots arell=2-5 and X 2 =  - 6.
The eigensolutions are

Qi,) =  0:'3    Lz- t A (11 =   '7L-  6,)

where WO -
/\ (1) '4" 4  6 -5 1 211' ,  u g i"=  - G -11' 2'i '  .    Sl< =  31.  (. 1+ tl- 1:

)

The solutions for r and u around the fixed point can be written as

4-- twf- --    11  C fo- *N/)  +631'(uo-(112'.3  l.3- c/3  -632'Cuo- lt.Nt)  CG)
g- UGG  z   (Uo-UNG) L-6.

2-6  (NG)The term proportional to L appears in u - uc with a coefficient 062-,

Thus in a first order calculation it can be neglected.

There is a change in the nature of the fixed point again at  G = 0.
NGIf € <0 (d > 4) we show that the non-Gaussian fixed point,Uc < 0, cannot be

reached at all from'positive u ;  u  has to be positive to assure the conver-

gence of the partition function eq.  (4.3).  From eq.  (4.43) one finds that

v  (u = uo>O)< 0,  thus u has to decrease from the initial value u
u                                                       las L

NG
increases. In order to reach u . u has to pass through zero,  but v  (u=0) =0.

C'           U

Thus from uQ > 0,u can converge only to the Gaussian fixed point.
NG NG

If €> 0 (d< 4) there are a whole series of initial values ((ro-rc   ) = -611(uo-uc   ))
from which the fixed point can be reached.   All the systems in the domain of
the non-Gaussian fixed point have critical exponent     Gy = 4-/Xi where    Ac= 2-53
21-02.  + 6    .  For €= 1 (d=3) we get ** 0.6. The critical exponent does

/2

not acquire the mean field value.  For € =0 (d=4) the two kinds of fixed
points coincide. However, the behaviour is not "pure" Gaussian: since for

r 2 0 close tothe fixed point, eq. (4.43) reads: cla/d e*t L  = - 3 6 -2 k= hence

u  <uo[   1 + 36-nuo. L ]-t There is a very slow convergence to the fixed point.

Remarks:  (a) The critical state of physical systems with an s 4 perturbation is

described by the Gaussian fixed point if d  4. The critical indices are the

same as in the Gaussian model i. e. the mean field values.  If  d <4, the non-

./
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Gaussian fixed point corresponds to the critical state. The critical indices

deviate from the mean field value. The deviation is a function of the

dimension.
.

Since both the Gaussian (for d > 4) and the non-Gaussian (for d < 4) fixed

points are of the saddle point type,each describes a whole series of systems

with the same critical exponents in their respective dornains (universality).

(b) As we mentioned earlier, model calculations showed that the

critical indices had to exhibit a dependence on the dimension of the system.

Those results also indicated that systems with interactions of the type discuss-
ed here possess mean-field critical exponents in a fictitious space of at

least four dimensions. This observation served originally for Fisher and
G)Wilson as a basis to investigate near critical systems as a function of

the dimensionality of the space. While physical systems naturally exist in

spaces of integer dimensions only (d = 2,3 in practice) the formal analyticity

of the RG differential equations in the dimensionality of space allows one to

extrapolate continuously in € = 4-2 from the simple four dimensional
systems to the real world. (Hence the catchword: "critical exponents in 3.99

dimensions". )  The fact that d =4 is the "magic" value of dimensionality

around which the € expansion is done, is a consequence of the particular

form of the interaction used here. Other interactions rnay lead to different

"reference" dimensionalities.

(c) We mention now without going into details what is the basic

difficulty with the Landau model.   (M(x) in the Landau model was assumed to
....

be an average over many lattice sites around the point x; the radius of the
N

averaging region (say L) was said to be immaterial as long as the long wave-

length fluctuations were retained; the functions u(T) and r(T) (analogous to the

coupling constants in the present model) were assumed t6 be independent of

L.  However, the block construction procedure clearly shows that u(T) and

r(T) depend on the size of the box one is averaging over.  Thus the Kadanoff-

Wilson construction allows one to correct the defects of the original Landau

model.

(d) Higher order calculations suggest that the expressions of the

critical indices as powers of 5 may be asymptotic expansions only.   This,

however, does not prevent the use of the first few terms to estimate the

values of the exponents.

-1
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APPENDIX

The basic object we are interested in is a multidimentional Gaussian                   :

integral:

Do     -L  <·A'Is. + 2 Slfe   N 7 - J STAs  +  els

ish e   l,8.1
1- . . 44   ij d i.1

=-j«  e                                                     (Al)

where s and g are N dimenSional vectors and A is an (NxN) symmetric matrix.

The  integral  (A 1)  can be computed by elementary methods  and one finds

W/2  iTA-ls
I.(9) =. Catt  3 e (A2)
I '

J Del A
By repeated differentiation with respect to the components of g  we can

generate the following integrals from eqs. (Al), (A2):

-GIts-  31_ILE;111 (A')I                    ...  s  ds n S* - . : s.n K e
4B,··· mi    n='-1 [*.....9&,              -1  5.0.

(Obviously, I = 0.  if k is odd. )
V'44   - . .  m K               '

One finds, for instance:

L    11  As. s.™s.*e- S-f- * Ico,IA-' 1.,A.,2  1                                (A4)

TAS

",1,7.11 -

-0*       L                             -ess

T                   scETS ds n s.„,sm,3..,s.le       2. =-*m, marf,4
A-' A-',.1 (A5)

=  [co)  I A'„,„jA-1,„,4. A-1,„, A-.&„4 t   ' , m'MA      '45*3 -1    .

This can be written symbolically by introducing the concept of pairing:

r--1    Im,m, = (A-4)mim, ·51 52 9 (A6)
I(O)

With this definition (A 5) can be written as follows

r--Ir-7 / -1 F ri I
.1-   *•41'(1*4  =   549/9  Sm  S,4+ Su.  Sk 6.t 3  SU,4   + Sw* SW ism 1 S.4

0 (A7)
I(O)

(Notice the analogy between these formulae and Wick's theorem in quantum

/ field theory.  In fact, the above equations constitute Wick's theorem for

-
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statistical mechanics in Feynman's path-integral formulation; cf: R. Feynman:

Statistical Mechanics. Benjamin 1972).

Evidently, all these concepts can be generalized to the case when the number

of the variables, N, increases without limit.    (If N -*bo 'the infinite constant
N/2

factor lirn (2TT) can be ignored since we are interested only in the

logarithmic derivatives of IC € ). )
These Gaussian integrals can be extended to a continuously infinite number

-           -D
of variables by the following construction: Introduce x*= k· a and s( xx) =1- S.VE'v

\        1 d
gc,CL) =,6 €k   and  ACK,c,xse' = fi Atclc/ with  AV =a,  where 1   are

V Evaw                                                                                                                                                            Jk

lattice points in a d dimensional space of the continuous variables x.  The

Gaussian functional integral is defined as the lirnit of ordinary rnultiple

Gaussian integrals when a + 0      :

r    -SS dl<dl  soo Acx,9)sty) + rad  foosCK)
I Esl =  -1   6  2

5
F (A 8)

-t ISM A ,WS€''  + 51 Seful
E  lon  |3   dss  e  A         -          -

Q->0  -,0

where f is the notation of the functional integration over s(x). The pairings
S

defined before become correspondingly

7-i
r--7 . l.544scE.,Ata, ©si=.)   r   r  -13,11, cli.sa„Ast©1

soosg, =  / scx,st ) e Lj e
1  (A9)5                               5

i gij,Ic.,1     = A-icx,Y, 0
=     L agoosecY) 19-0

It is obvious that the definition of the functional integral as the limit of

multiple ordinary integrals (as sketched here) does not depend on the form of

the integrand. However, at present the values of very few functional integrals

can be calculated explicitly; the most important example being the integral

calculated here. For instance, the functional integral

a)

r    _L S 6,4 (420*)- u.5930949(RJ  49(Ifb)
le *5

4
44,%94 ==

1. -  ti,4 TT <,to        -k'   61504,m (  +4)-as m,<Gl•F'19,03,5-qar*,
a-> 0 5 4 98 e

(a is the distance between the lattice points 9*· )
can only be calculated approximately by making an expansion in powers of u

(in case it is small).
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